
    

    

    

    

Color, Cut, & Play 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

Color the cat and each mitten. Be sure that the 

mittens with the same design are the same color 

so they match. Cut out the mitten cards and the 

cat. 
 

To play: Mix up with mitten cards. Without   

peeking at the design, hide 1 mitten square   

under the cat. Now lay the mittens, design side 

down, in a grid.  Take turns flipping the cards 

over and trying to find the matching mitten. 

When there is one mitten left, sing the rhyme 

and reveal the mitten under the cat. 



    

    

    

    

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Color, Cut, & Play 

A kitten, a mitten, 

A smitten little kitten  

Just sittin’ on a cozy mitten  

Looking for its partner. 

Color the cat and each mitten. Be sure that the 

mittens with the same design are the same color 

so they match. Cut out the mitten cards and the 

cat. 
 

To play: Mix up with mitten cards. Without   

peeking at the design, hide 1 mitten square   

under the cat. Now lay the mittens, design side 

down, in a grid.  Take turns flipping the cards 

over and trying to find the matching mitten. 

When there is one mitten left, sing the rhyme 

and reveal the mitten under the cat. 


